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MYA MORRISON MIDDLETON 	



DESIRE 4 DESIRE



when there are earthquakes Rūamoko is being hōhā

Rūamoko has his ugly fingers around Merehana’s throat

10 Men RUINED by the Kardashian



Merehana rests at the feet of her lover

she flattens her hair

she moves her hands lightly

she is respectable

she stays outside

there a different codes for Merehana

her clothes need to be clean, her hair brushed

she can’t eat in public

she can’t eat sweets

she must always be employed, a white collar position is best

she can’t be sexual or provoking

she is scared in public

she has to keep moving, she is vulnerable when still

madonna/whore/maid

this bitch just doesn’t get it lol

earthquakes are caused by Rūamoko



habitus for humanity

home, location, temporality, class, self mythologizing, colonisation, precarity,

semiotics

interiors affiliated with women

interiors as signifiers of class

Merehana can now rent the types of houses her rich friends lived in as a kid

white tiles, stainless silver, wet glass

glass and steel structures as markers of progress

anthrax, permafrost, infectious diseases

plump pillow lips

cherry stain and peach glow

coming up for air

get ready with me

concrete dust filling my airways and hardening

drawing blood with each inhale and exhale

particles scratching and embedding further into my alveoli

men who want me to do their washing, clean dishes and pick up after them

who treat their Pākehā girlfriends as princesses

and their Māori girlfriends as maids

lungs as maps, respiratory trees

Raumati always wants to hold Hōtoke

the english drained the water from new zealand’s wetlands

covered ancestral streams with roads

and built houses for the poor and māori on swamps

Merehana gets pneumonia every two weeks from her mouldy house

trace the spores spreading across the bathroom ceiling

lets just keep exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide until we die

the concrete is so dry it absorbs blood like a sponge

dying of exposure in a strip mall

the four horsemen arrive wearing fenty with keratin straight hair

how many more calories can i eat until i die?

each day segmented into manageable bites

Merehana tries to contain her body

refresh app, update step count



Rūamoko was suckling on Papatūānukus breast

when her and Ranginui were separated

their separation caused him to be ripped from her breast

he was so upset he stamped and caused the earth to move

and shatter
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-Our ancestors settled every island

worth settling on, in a third of the

world. Endless ocean?

-I cant take a compliment, everything feels

false when you can not see your hand in

front of your face, all is the white matrix

and they are drowning me in it, i lower my

eyes when i walk through Charlios still so

shy even tho i live here, i can not properly

adjust



" its actually a meat retreat.. "

-Blood the waterbearer pours one out on

to the stone, and the liquid is funneled

through shallow channels carved into itś

face.



-Theres big gaps in my memories, in

the car, she filled in a little, i begin to

understand the actual impact..

-Literally generations.



-When you mark a map you leave an imprint. Stay in your lane you fucking cunt.

-Blood the waterbearer gives birth

covered in kawakawa although she is

dying. The baby is not still born, but

exists in 7 dimensions

-Blood the waterbearer takes

turns to pan gold, theres

white-yellow bones in river

as old as the panning, but

they turn away and we have our

own bones to clean.

-" you´re blossoming into a beautiful

young women " i am 11 yrs old

--flowers, batteries, letters and love notes, a

single beer in the fridge - your name written

in vivid on the can, shiny green, lets get

stoned ....

Ïts the little things that make a marriage fresh"

-there are things written in the bones,

can never be erased.
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-And i am a baby and i can not be taken

for a walk by my grandfather, he is

stopped in the street, i am too white, it

would be my fault but he never held me

accountable. Te pepi rā.



-Screw drivers are

triggering for me

#schoolcamp

-Blood the waterbearer

blood-lets to feel real,

but is fake, blood the

waterbearer is fake and

just an imagined fantasy.

--Lock me up

A family photo, an image of my

parents and me when im a new

born, inside a cosy flat, posted on

whaleoil (---- atleast i had seen the

photograph before)....

-To never feel secure, to never feel safe, to hate

the oppressor , to hate the realty, ïts much better

than other places" is not comforting it feels like

noose.

-Never trust a white man.

-Blood the waterbearer sleeps

high on ruapehu , in the ice

and snow, frozen solid, sos radio scott base, era bus has

crashed
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A NEW DAY TO LOVE YOU



Pipes were made of lead. The Latin word for plumbing is lead ‘plumbum’.

The water tastes bad here

Too much fluoride



HANA PERA AOAKE 	



The decline of the Roman Empire is said to have been caused in part by

lead poisoning

The plaque near the Roman wall in London said the Romans conquered.

They always use terms like conquered or discovered, they never say

colonised.

We bring you culture and knowledge and erasure through death, theft,

destruction, disease, assimilation &amp; diaspora

Land of empires

My tupuna Pōtatau Te Wherowhero tried to negotiate with the British but

after he died they desecrated all the promises they made us.

When tulip bulbs are taken from the northern hemisphere to the Southern

Hemisphere they take five years to germinate and to acclimatise to the soil.

Five year long jet lag.

"Just-in-time" production [1]

Jan Verwoert, “Exhaustion and exuberance: ways to defy the pressure to perform” in e-flux journal: What’s love (or

Care, Intimacy, Warmth, Affection) Got to Do with it?., Julieta Aranda, Brian Kuan Wood, Stephen Squibb &amp; Anton

Vidokle (ed)., (Sternberg Press: Berlin, 2017), 220



"Knowledge" based economy of service and flexibility and zero hour contracts

Tactics of refusal

A culture where there is an absence of explicitly racist language and actions

towards one minority, only to foster hatred of another minority / became more

visible / creating divisible communities / tension of history overlooked or toned

down / minority vs minority / hatred of self / fear of otherness

Time is disjointed
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Deletes Facebook / Instagram / Twitter

3 lifestyle bloggers based in Rotterdam follow me on Instagram and I take it to

mean my content is fresh and sexy. They post about organic yoghurt and spray

tan discounts.

9



Thirst trap



		An exotic Polynesian princess / olive skin / maybe even Italian



It’s important to stay hydrated.



Wine cheese and bread



I tried to hide from you



All the smiley faces everywhere seem so passive aggressive. No I’m very

unhappy and very clumsy on a bike.



A NEW DAY TO LOVE YOU



~blending of bodies coming together to fall apart~

You went to karaoke

Only the lonely

~wishing you a warm summer with lots of beaches~

It’s three degrees in Rotterdam

An ad comes up for ‘Christian connection’ and I think of signing up to meet

single christians despite the fact that I am in no way religious.

(un)reality of autonomy in specific forms of aesthetic production [2]



HANA PERA AOAKE 	



Sven Lütticken, “Autonomy after the fact” in Open no23: Autonomy (Belgium: NAi Publishers, 2012), 90



Class &amp; cultural

hierarchies / half human /

half cyborg

Transforming the body / disappears / transfer body into a

microchip / swims through the wires /

I deleted Instagram because I was worried people would say my face is puffy

and round from my dairy heavy Dutch diet and wine and bread binge in France.



The woman who ate so much cheese they became cheese

				Visible signs of aging

I love sweets.

I get my period / I looked at a Rothko / deep yves Klein blue / period red /

black



KILL NEGATIVE THOUGHTS / BECOME THE BEST U

Siri suggests me the article ‘how to win back ur ex in five simple steps’ when I’m

trying to find out how to use the portrait match on the google arts and culture

app.

Pressures to perform / the facade of limitless options/ regimentation of options /

/ isn’t it ironic, don’t u think? / computing machines in a binary logic / zeros and

ones

Warm houses / yuppies gentrifying poor neighbourhoods / £8 a night to stay

in a homeless shelter / move them along / erasure / the facade of progress /

the art ‘community’ / the double binary / burgeoning urban hubs of the global

service industry / we cannot help but mimic and feel pressure to / enforcing the

systems of control that define us /

I had a cry because u told me I made u feel guilty

The blogilates video title ‘want u back arms’ , which is a Pilates video

predominantly targeting the triceps and building strength in your core, made me

feel deeply triggered the other day.

There are no real systems in place to deal with waste or to encourage the

individual to participate in understanding processes for recycling. The pacific

is literally drowning while the motherlands remain wealthy and continue to

pollute and pillage. The colonies struggle. What are the consequences for the

motherland?

Keep thinking

Aotearoa was not discovered by Abel Tasman. Māori had been there 800 years

earlier.

I know nothing except images romanticised in films of cheese, windmills, tulips,

bicycles, clogs and Abel Tasman.

Are the waterways as polluted as the ones in clean green Aotearoa?

Dead bodies floating through the river Thames.

Brown flowing slush water of the Amstel river

Why are u letting off fireworks at 4am?



Sharks feed on the carcass of a sperm whale / on the ocean floor / blood drifts

through water / evaporates
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Are the forms of agency that we commonly associate with resistance not modes

of high performance themselves? [3]



Traversing over waters just like my tupuna



[3] Jan Verwoert, “Exhaustion and exuberance: ways to defy the pressure to perform” in e-flux journal: What’s love (or



				



Care, Intimacy, Warmth, Affection) Got to Do with it?., Julieta Aranda, Brian Kuan Wood, Stephen Squibb &amp; Anton

Vidokle (ed)., (Sternberg Press: Berlin, 2017), 210



A NEW DAY TO LOVE YOU



Post fordism

Economy built off of performing



The experience economy demands authentication [4]

[4]Martha Rosler, “Why are people being so nice?” in e-flux journal: What’s love (or Care, Intimacy, Warmth, Affection)

Got to Do with it?., Julieta Aranda, Brian Kuan Wood, Stephen Squibb &amp; Anton Vidokle (ed)., (Sternberg Press: Berlin,

2017), 37



My Mum told me sugar is worse than gluten, fat or salt.
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I need to be available and accessible to you but you don’t want to be either for

me.

Liquid / mobile / I’m ready



Sugar sliding onto my hips

Not eating to feel emptied of all feeling



I’ve learnt to eat again

Total summer body workout

Muffintop massacre

Waist shredder

Butt blaster

Arm attack

5 ways to get long legs &amp; Be un-lazy

5 moves to lift your butt &amp; 5 tips for living your best life



Time zones



Always learning and exploring / u could never keep up

men on tinder call me exotic / a Disney princess / pretty in pink / crashing a

bike



My European getaway

Clown face / makeup smudged



			Bats in Australia who died from their

brains 	

exploding, or rather boiling to death.

All the pacific shrinking until it’s completely swallowed / the

‘motherlands’

Puha the hamster is running around in circles in his wheel it’s 6am in the

Netherlands, but 6pm in Aotearoa

The trauma of the war

A busted wound

Like colonialism but more visible

Good bad teeth / pink nose / dimples on his cheeks / patchy stubble on chin /

white pink skin / brown ash hair /



Trying to remember what u look like not via a screen

Anne Frank Museum really illuminated the experience economy. People weren’t

supposed to take photos but did. People talked on the phone. Footage from the

British liberating Bergen Belson. There’s a disconnect in the museum.

The google art and culture app that gives virtual tours of exhibitions via google

earth and matches your face to a portrait from museum collections from around

the world.



No I do not want google to know my location



I didn’t eat properly for over two months / I couldn’t / food reminded me of you



My friend said there might be a gift shop at auschwitz and it made me feel ill.



Nothing I am is yours. Nothing I am belonged to you. [5]



When a library collects or acquires digital data they call it harvesting.



[5] Nayyriah Waheed, ‘Birthmarks’ in Salt via Instagram.com/nayyriah.waheed



		I



tried to grow plants when u left / they died



The first financial crash and speculative bubble was in Holland over tulips in

February 1637.

It’s said that a single bunch of tulips cost the same as a house.

Tulips aren’t even Dutch / Tulips grew wild in places like the Himalayas



The biggest port in Europe
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I masterbate twice in one night when I couldn’t sleep. I think of different times

I have had sex with you. Now they all blur into one. After each time I feel dirty

and



alone



.



My legs are short



I’m sorry

I am not graceful

Tinder bio: only talk to me about bread
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A NEW DAY TO LOVE YOU
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